
LEVEL 1 OFFENSE

LEVEL 2 OFFENSE

LEVEL 3 OFFENSE

LEVEL 1 DEFENSE

LEVEL 2 DEFENSE

LEVEL 3 DEFENSE

1. fish hook - 1 
2. kick to stomach - 1 
3. right hand smash - 2 
4. double chop - 2 
5. throat lift - 2 (pw) 
6. running knee - 2 (ag) 

1. dazed - 1 
2. RIVER MONSTER - 1 
3. hurt - 2 
4. hurt - 2 
5. dazed - 1 
6. RIVER MONSTER - 1

1. running stomp - 2 
2. neck wrencher - 2 
3. into the turnbuckle (c)
4. into the ropes (c)
5. scoop slam - 3 (ch E)
6. clothesline - 3 

1. hurt - 2
2. hurt - 2 
3. down - 3 
4. down - 3 
5. RIVER MONSTER - 2 
6. hurt - 2 

1. eye gouge - 2
2. wild forearms - 2 
3. shoulder block - 2 (ch G) 
4. out of the ring 
5. headbutt - 3 
6. River Monster Splash - 3 

1. hurt - 2 
2. hurt - 2 
3. down - 3 (lv) 
4. hurt - 2 
5. PIN 9 (6)
6. down - 3 

Ropes - C 
Turnbuckle - B 
Ring - B 
Deathjump - B
Disqualification - 2

Agility       +2
Power     +2
Cage      6

Weight: ???

Height: ???

Des Moines River

RIVER 
MONSTER

LEVEL 1 OFFENSE

LEVEL 2 OFFENSE

LEVEL 3 OFFENSE

LEVEL 1 DEFENSE

LEVEL 2 DEFENSE

LEVEL 3 DEFENSE

1. headlock - 1 
2. arm drag - 2 
3. body slam - 2 (pw)
4. back body drop - 2 (ag) 
5. hip toss - 2 (ch C)
6. into the turnbuckle 

1. hurt - 2 
2. RAY STRYKER - 1 
3. RAY STRYKER - 1
4. dazed - 1 (tag) 
5. dazed - 1 
6. hurt - 2 

1. wrenching arm bar - 1 
2. combo punches - 2 
3. clothesline - 2 
4. into the ropes (c)
5. power slam - 3 (ch D) 
6. Fireman’s Carry - 3 

1. down - 3 
2. RAY STRYKER - 2 
3. hurt - 2 
4. hurt - 2 
5. down - 3 
6. hurt - 2 (tag) 

1. elbow drop - 2 
2. standing dropkick - 2
3. top rope ax handle - 3 (ch H)
4. out of the ring (c)
5. Fireman’s Ax - 3 
6. EXTINGUISHER (0)

1. hurt - 2 
2. hurt - 2 
3. PIN 8 (5) 
4. down - 3 
5. hurt - 2 
6. down - 3 (lv)

Ropes - B 
Turnbuckle - C 
Ring - C 
Deathjump - B
Disqualification - 2

Agility        +1
Power     +2
Cage       5

Weight: 210 lbs

Height: 5’11”

Stuart, IA

RAY
STRYKER

LEVEL 1 OFFENSE

LEVEL 2 OFFENSE

LEVEL 3 OFFENSE

LEVEL 1 DEFENSE

LEVEL 2 DEFENSE

LEVEL 3 DEFENSE

1. headlock and punch - 1 
2. chop to chest - 1 
3. back elbow - 2 
4. standing dropkick - 2 (ag)
5. forearm uppercut - 2 (pw) 
6. into the turnbuckle 

1. dazed - 1 
2. hurt - 2 
3. MARK STERLING - 2 
4. dazed - 1 (tag) 
5. dazed - 1 
6. MARK STERLING - 1 

1. exposed knee drop - 2 
2. rope assist abdominal stretch - 2
3. into the ropes (c)
4. press slam - 2 (ch F)
5. short-arm clothesline - 3
6. backbreaker - 3 

1. hurt - 2 (tag) 
2. MARK STERLING - 1 
3. dazed - 1 
4. hurt - 2 
5. hurt - 2 
6. MARK STERLING - 2 

1. double foot stomp - 3 (ch H)
2. out of the ring (c)
3. rolling German suplex - 3 
4. Markshooter - 3 
5. running spear - 3 add 1 
6. DISASTERPIECE (+2)

1. down - 3 
2. hurt - 2 
3. PIN 4 (1) 
4. hurt -2 
5. down - 3 (lv) 
6. hurt - 2 

Ropes - B 
Turnbuckle - A 
Ring - A 
Deathjump - B
Disqualification - 5

Agility        0
Power     -2
Cage        2

Weight: 220 lbs

Height: 6’1”

Lawrence, KS

MARK 
STERLING

LEVEL 1 OFFENSE

LEVEL 2 OFFENSE

LEVEL 3 OFFENSE

LEVEL 1 DEFENSE

LEVEL 2 DEFENSE

LEVEL 3 DEFENSE

1. side headlock - 1 
2. thumb jab to throat - 1 
3. headbutt - 2 
4. corner shoulder rams - 2 
5. choke on ropes - 2 (ag) 
6. clubbing forearms - 3 (pw) 

1. dazed - 1 
2. hurt - 2 
3. dazed - 1 (tag) 
4. THE MAULER - 2 
5. THE MAULER - 1
6. dazed - 1 (tag) 

1. elbow drop - 2 (ag) 
2. grinding bear hug - 2 
3. back elbow smash - 2 (ch A) 
4. scoop slam - 2 (ch B) 
5. big clothesline - 3
6. boot to face - 3 

1. hurt - 2 
2. dazed - 1 
3. THE MAULER - 1 
4. hurt - 2 (tag) 
5. hurt - 2 
6. THE MAULER - 2 

1. falling headbutt - 2
2. deathjump (c)
3. out of the ring (c)
4. out of the ring 
5. running rope straddle - 3 
6. PILEDRIVER (+2)

1. hurt - 2
2. down - 3 (lv) 
3. hurt - 2 
4. hurt - 2
5. PIN 6 (3) 
6. down - 3 (tag) 

Ropes - C
Turnbuckle - A 
Ring - A 
Deathjump - B
Disqualification - 5

Agility        +2
Power    -2
Cage        2

Weight: 280 lbs

Height: 6’2”

Libya

“THE MAULER” 
JB PAYNE



RIVER MONSTER
(due to River Monster sightings being so 

rare, no autograph was obtained)

“THE MAULER” 

JB PAYNE

“IRON MAN” 
MARK STERLING



   

 

3XW 
DIVIDE 

& 
CONQUER 

 
3XW STREET CREW 

Chad Olson- Co-Producer 
Eric Konecne- Co-Producer 

Mark Taggart- Artist 
Tim Dalton, Cory Olson and Stu Lowry- Damage Control 

Connor Olson- Research & Card Sorting 
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DATELINE: APRIL 2012  
 

GENESIS 
Somethings change and somethings stay the same, and this goes for 3XW as well. Since Genesis had formed, 
they wreaked havoc all across the 3XW so in 2011.   
 
In the months leading up to May, Jeremy Wyatt had teased an alliance with Genesis, saying “Yes.” It wasn't very 
convincing to the fans in attendance, but Genesis thought they had the Rebel in their pocket. At the May event 
“Over the Top” Gauntlet For the Gold battle royal, it came down to a few remaining Genesis members including 
Wyatt. Everyone was celebrating thinking it'd be a team win. One by one, Wyatt began to eliminate the 
unsuspecting Genesis group, gaining the win and a future title shot at champion Brian Ash. Genesis was furious 
and tried attacking Wyatt, but he fled the building. Commissioner Countryman told the crowd that Wyatt wouldn't 
be so quick to get a title shot unless he ran a gauntlet in June. If he won, he'd then get his shot. 
 
June rolled around Wyatt faced a 3 man gauntlet of Genesis members. They constantly tried to screw him over, 
but in the end, Wyatt won out, earning his shot at Brian Ash at the July 6

th
 Anniversary show. 

 
July brought us the most anticipated in event in 3XW's year of shows, the Anniversary event. Wyatt withstood a 
beat down from Genesis and was able to capture the title, even forcing Brian Ash to tap out to the KC Crossface 
and force the former champ to take a leave of absence after that match.  With Brian Ash gone, Genesis spent 
the rest of 2011 and early 2012 in turmoil.   
  
Gone from Genesis are AJ Smooth, Steve Biley, Zach Thompson and Tony Sly.  Slade and former partner Ryan 
Slade battled it in June out in a Sideburns vs. Sideburns match, where the loser had their trademark sideburns 
shaved off!  At the 6

th
 Anniversary show, they did battle in a grueling Canadian Tuxedo match, which means that 

both participants are denim clad. At the August King of Des Moines event, AJ Smooth faced off against Genesis 
partner Zach Thompson in the 2

nd
 round of the tournament. There was a distraction by Countryman that allowed 

Thompson to get a quick roll up at the bell to advance. AJ Smooth was not happy. Slade went on to defeat 
Thompson in the finals when AJ Smooth came out and distracted Thompson to give Slade the win. In the end, it 
appeared as if the former partners would go at it again, but fans witnessed a reunion of Sexier and Smoother 
(new name from Sexy and Smooth). 
 
As for Steve Biley, it was felt that he wasn't doing a good enough job in helping the team win. He was brutally 
attacked by the group and left for dead. Out with a separated shoulder, he was thought to be done, but he has 
since returned to his refereeing position. When some members weren't seemingly pulling their weight, 
Commissioner and Genesis manager Todd Countryman put Tony Sly, Zach Thompson and Devin Carter into a 
“loser leaves Genesis” match. Thompson lost, but in the end, Sly ended up quitting the group, citing that he's no 
longer fitting in and getting the respect he deserves.  He vowed to take Genesis apart, one wrestler at a time.  
He made good on his promise by defeating Devin Carter in his first bout against his former partners.  
 
As we head into mid-2012, Genesis consists of Gage Octane, Devin Carter, Casanova, Nate Bash, and Ben 
Sailer.  Countryman accompanies the first three to the ring at all times, but is quick to run out and  interfere for 
Bash and Sailer in a tag match if needed.  Carter and Casanova continue to team as the Gentlemen’s Club, but 
Octane and Casanova have also teamed up on occasion as OctaNova.  Can three top flight tag teams keep 
Genesis from imploding in 2012?    
 

TAG TEAM TURMOIL 
Reigning tag team champions in the Horndogs (Maddog McDowell and Krotch) are forced to vacate their titles 
due to an career-ending injury to Krotch in April 2012. McDowell goes on to form a partnership with Jon West 
called the American Bulldogs. 
 
May began a four team tournament to crown new champions. The Bulldogs lost out to American Ground and Air 
in the 1

st
 round. The team of Arik Cannon and Darin Corbin defeated Genesis' Casanova and Devin Carter to 

advance to the finals. At the June event “Downtown Destruction 3,” American Ground and Air went on to win the 
tag titles beating Cannon and Corbin in the finals.  Bash and Sailer dominated the tag team competition 
throughout the rest of the year and into 2012.  The new team of Mike Sydal and Jimmy Rockwell won the tag 
straps for one month in February 2012, before Bash and Sailer regained them.  The American Bulldogs then 
defeated American Ground and Air in April 2012 for their first tag team championship.   
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FLIRTING WITH DISASTER 

 
The Mylan Management Agency (MMA) and the American Bulldogs along with Skylar Pierce fiercely battled 
throughout 2011 with the addition of the Mauler to the MMA. Even Chad Mylan and Skylar Pearce stepped into 
the ring to battle for their respective sides. In January 2012, things finally culminated in a feud-ending Flag 
Match. 
 
Sir Bradley Charles has received quite the push with his hot streak of winning. At the July anniversary event, 
SBC was selected by the fans to face Zach Thompson for the Pure title, replacing the injured Mark Sterling. SBC 
won the title that evening, much to the fans’ delight.  Sterling eventually returned and turned on his friend SBC, 
claiming that SBC was getting a big head at getting a title shot.  SBC next locked horns and traded the Pure title 
with Arik Cannon. The now-nefarious Cannon has taken to the heel side and turned on the fans.   
 
Speaking of Sterling, his long and storied feud with Jeremy Wyatt rekindled. In November at November 
Knockout 3, Sterling jumped Wyatt backstage after losing his title match and injured his knee. In December at 
Holiday Havoc 3, they squared off yet again as Sterling was victorious, claiming his first-ever 3XW heavyweight 
title. 
 
With Wyatt no longer the champion, this paved the way for him to face NWA World Champion “Scrap Iron” Adam 
Pearce at Divide & Conquer 2 in January. Wyatt came in as the NWA Central States champion and faced off for 
the NWA title which hadn't been defended in Des Moines in over 25 years. (It should be noted that the first-ever 
NWA champion was crowned in Des Moines, so there is a lot of history with that championship in Des Moines!)  
Wyatt gave it his all and nearly had the title won during a ref bump, but due to Sterling's interference, the original 
ref reversed the decision and DQ'd Wyatt, thus giving Pearce the win and retaining the belt. 
 
Enraged by Sterling’s interference, Wyatt challenged him to a second Iron Man Match.  In January 2011, these 
two tore the house down for over 70 minutes with Sterling emerging victorious.  Sterling dodged the challenge at 
first, but Wyatt “convinced” him to sign for the match by handcuffing him to the ropes and threatening to hammer 
his groin with a chair unless he signed.  March 2012 saw the most anticipated 3XW Heavyweight Championship 
in years, as Wyatt defeated Sterling with seconds remaining to win the Iron Man 2 match 4 falls to 3.   
 
 

WYATT INJURED!  CHAMPIONSHIP SCENE UNKNOWN! 
 
While competing at a non-3XW event in Illinois in early April 2012, Jeremy Wyatt broke his leg in multiple place 
and was expected to be out of action for at least four months.  After much deliberation with the 3XW Board of 
Directors, Commissioner Todd Countryman announced that he was stripping Jeremy Wyatt of the 3XW 
Heavyweight Championship!  He went on to state that the May 2012 Gauntlet for the Gold battle royal would 
decide the new 3XW Heavyweight Champion!  Who will win this historic event?  It’s up to you promoter! 
 

MORE 3XW WRESTLER TO COME! 
 
We hope that you enjoy this mini expansion set to 3XW.  Throughout the rest of 2012, look for more wrestlers 
and managers being added to the roster, including the likes of… 
 
Darin Corbin 
Arik Cannon (3XW version) 
Matty Starr 
Skylar Pierce (manager card) 
Darryl Moon (ring announcer card) 
Jon West & Maddog McDowell (American Bulldog tag versions)  and lots more!   
 
The feedback from the first set was phenomenal and we hope that this can only add to that. A big thanks to the 
3XW staff and wrestlers for allowing us once again get the information, autographs and being so personable. 
Things like this make 3XW one of the best fan-friendly feds out there. 
 
Check out 3XW at: www.3XWrestling.com, “like” them on facebook or follow them on Twitter. 

http://www.3xwrestling.com/
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“IRON MAN” MARK STERLING 
HEIGHT: 6'1” WEIGHT: 220 lbs. FROM: Lawrence, Kansas 

FINISHER: DISASTERPIECE (Sterling picks up the opponent in a fireman’s carry.  Sterling runs him 
headfirst into a turnbuckle, then crosses the ring and runs him into the opposite turnbuckle.  He then 

carries the opponent to the center of the ring and delivers a devastating Celtic Cross/White Noise!) 
 
The “Iron Man” had a controversial year in 3XW.  When he returned after suffering a staph infection in his knee, 
he turned on former friend and traveling partner Sir Bradley Charles.  Sterling quickly abandoned the fans and 
SBC, and returned to the super aggressive style that he displayed when he entered 3XW.   Sterling reignited his 
feud with Jeremy Wyatt in November 2011, and claimed the 3XW title in December 2011.  Was defeated by 
Wyatt in the Iron Man 2 match for the 3XW title.  Has to be considered one of the top contenders to claim the title 
at Gauntlet for the Gold.   

 
 

THE MAULER 
Height: 6'2” Weight: 280 lbs. From: Libya 

FINISHER: PILEDRIVER 
 

Trained to wrestle by the legendary Verne Gagne, The Mauler made his mysterious debut in 3XW in late 2010 
by helping Ricky Kwong and Chad Mylan attack Jimmy Rockwell, thus giving the MMA some serious muscle in 
their ranks. Tagging with Kwong, the MMA made huge waves in 2011 with their violent assault on Maddog 
McDowell and Jon West, the American Bulldogs. This is perhaps one of 3XW's biggest feuds in history, which 
has apparently ended...or has it? The Mauler will also take it up solo and try to destroy everyone in his path to 
bring the 3XW title to the MMA and Chad Mylan. In various other independents, Mauler also goes by the name 
of “The Mauler” JB Payne. 
 
 

RAY STRYKER 
Height: 5'11”  Weight: 210 lbs  From: Stuart, IA 

FINISHER: THE EXTINGUISHER (fireman's carry-ace crusher) 
 

The firefighter-turned-pro wrestler rookie has just started out here in 3XW and was voted 2011 “Newcomer of the 
Year.”  He's been involved in a few scramble and tag team matches, but most notably as of late is his battle with 
Gage Octane. Gage has criticized Ray for many things, including just being a rookie, but has shown respect for 
the young man just starting out. Ray is taking his lumps and improving each month. With youth on his side, this 
guy is going to be a star in 3XW.   
 

RIVER MONSTER 
Height: ? Weight: ? From: The Des Moines River 

FINISHER:  None 
 

Here is an elusive creature. Various sightings of him are reported in and around Iowa, but they are very rare and 
some believe him to be a myth. Competing mostly in six man tag matches and battle royals, it's anyone's guess 
as to when we'll see him next.  Ringside observers have noted that the Monster appears to have different skin 
tones at times, leading them to speculate that more than one River Monster exists!   
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